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This paper gives a brief introduction to the background of
the development of electric vehicles in China, a detailed
description of the principle of the SOC of batteries in electric
vehicle, introduces the new SoC technology progress, and to
illustrate the author team of these technology to repeat the
experiment results, and finally puts forward the SOC of
batteries in electric vehicle future research route chart and
conclusion.
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I.  Introduction

February 2016, Chinese Premier Li Keqiang presided over the
State Council executive meeting held, continuous release of
five important steps behind the new energy automotive
industry; many cities in China in industrial “45” planning will
be new energy automobile industry as an important
development direction of one of the five pillar industries “car
motorcycle, decide to “during the 45 vigorously develop
automobile and parts industry”.

II. Research status

The new energy vehicles are mainly divided into three types:
pure electric vehicles, fuel cell vehicles and hybrid vehicles.
At present, the pure electric vehicles accounted for the
largest market share, accounting for about 92%.

Pure electric vehicles using lithium batteries as a source
of power. The main control unit of the lithium battery is a
battery management system of BMS (battery management
system), it is necessary to real-time monitoring of power
battery parameters, estimation of SOC (state of charge)
battery state of charge, for the driver to provide the remaining
power, continued driving mileage and other information, as
well as to prevent battery over pressure, flow, over charge,
over discharge, over high temperature cause damage, and
other functions of the battery, and also a balanced battery
capacity, and maintain a higher working efficiency of the
battery. Pure electric vehicles use the situation is more
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complex, high power discharge (such as climbing), small
power discharge (such as downhill or in low speed), and on
the domestic electric vehicle used in harsh environment, high
temperature, low temperature, and many other factors.
Therefore, electric vehicle lithium battery SOC charging
technology still exists following problems:

1. SOC state of charge estimate more difficult, which is
currently the majority of electric vehicle use warning (red)
to indicate the battery power is low and not the
percentage to sign power lithium battery;

2. because of the key technical issues of charging, power
lithium battery safety and life needs to be further improved.

Therefore, the domestic and foreign new energy
automobile manufacturers, research institutes in the electric
vehicle power lithium battery SOC charging key technology
in-depth study.

III. Status QUO of EPS

In view of the project concept, the applicant team has started
a part of the pre research work. The applicant team to build a
platform for electric vehicles widely used three kinds of
charging methods to experiment, test and obtain a large
number of relevant data.

OPEN CIRCUIT VOLTAGE METHOD

Team applicant through the charging and discharging
experiments found that battery OCV (open circuit voltage)
open circuit voltage and SOC exist some approximate linear
relationship can be through the discharge test method to
calibrate the OCV-SOC, establish the data model. In the
practical application, by measuring the OCV of the battery,
through the data model comparison, find the corresponding
battery SOC. But the method is influenced by the discharge
static test and temperature. In 2013, et al Wu Guoliang the
battery equivalent circuit model of the model of non steady
state open circuit voltage method, the applicant team through
the study found the algorithm can according to the battery
current non steady state open circuit voltage, battery stop
time and identification of parameters of battery, a fast
estimation method of the remaining battery power, effectively
compensate for the open circuit voltage method requires the
battery for a long time static defects.
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Fig.1 Lithium battery packs of electric vehicle

Fig.2 SOC principle of electric vehicle
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AMPERE HOUR INTEGRAL METHOD.

An integral method is after the open circuit voltage
method in engineering practice, the most commonly used SOC
estimation method. The method can integrate the current state
of the SOC value by integrating the current of the time.
Ampere hour integral method to estimate battery SOC exist
accumulated error and how to decide the initial value of
defects in, some experts and scholars on the of research and
improvement, and have achieved good results.

IV. Key technology

Through in-depth study of the current electric vehicle power
lithium battery charge and discharge SOC estimation
techniques, the team ready to put forward a new algorithm:
card Kalman filtering algorithm based on the sampling, that
OCV-Ah-SPKF algorithm (open circuit voltage - ampere hour
integral sampling card Kalman filtering algorithm), combined
with lithium battery discharge rules, the algorithm is applied
to power lithium battery charge and discharge SOC
estimation, to significantly improve power lithium battery SOC
estimation accuracy and speed.

Combined with the above research content, the main
research contents are:

Fig.3 Battery charging circuit model

A NEW OCV-AH-SPKF ALGORITHM IS PROPOSED

OCV-Ah-SPKF power battery SOC estimation algorithm is
proposed, the proposed algorithm to be used as shown in
Figure 3, the flow of power battery SOC estimation. In addition
to the algorithm itself, there are some small innovations, such
as in the initial stage of the algorithm increases to construct
new model, first estimate and equipment down at a time when
the battery state of charge (SOC) for comparison, in the
algorithm estimates the second stage increased timer etc.

THE CURRENT COMPENSATION TECHNIQUE IS APPLIED TO THE

SOC ESTIMATION OF THE POWER LITHIUM BATTERY

From Fig.2 can be obtained, when the battery in the
discharge process, V measurement = V open - IR battery; and
when the battery in charge, V measurement = V open + IR
battery. It can be seen that in the process of charging and
discharging, there is a big error between the actual
measurement and the voltage of OCV. Therefore, this paper
intends to use the current compensation technique was put
forward, the closed circuit voltage (actual measured voltage)
to compensate, after several iterations, find out the time
optimal OCV, improve the open circuit voltage and ampere
hour integral method of accuracy.
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THE OCV-SOC MODEL AND OCV-R MODEL ARE ESTABLISHED

Combined with lithium battery normal work temperature
range, intends to -10oC, 0oC, 25oC, 50oC, respectively for
lithium battery powered static experiment, get the
corresponding relationship between OCV-SOC OCV-R, using
the principle of linear interpolation and under different
temperature, OCV-SOC model and OCV-R model.

Although the early will spend a lot of time, but can be
dynamic and real-time access to lithium electric vehicle power
lithium battery SOC estimation is still difficult in research on
battery management system in recent years, the research Pro
many difficulties. Therefore, the team intends to
comprehensive consideration of various methods and the
characteristics of battery SOC value estimate of the actual
demand, power lithium battery SOC value of battery internal
resistance.

V. Conclusion

The experimental results show that the Thevenin model has
high precision and can accurately simulate the dynamic effect
of the battery, which is suitable for the occasion of high
accuracy of the battery model. On the basis of the
establishment of the battery model, using the extended
Calman filter (EKF) combined with Ah measurement method
for the battery SOC estimation, and the experimental data into
the simulation model to verify the analysis. Experiment and
simulation results show that the UDDS and ECE working
conditions, the EKF method combined with the ah counting
method has a good anti-jamming and convergence, effectively
compensate for the general ah counting method due to the
influence of accumulative error caused by outside
interference and the initial error of SOC.

Fig.4 SOC charge estimation model
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